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as in any equipment room, theres a ton of wires going into the floor. many of them connect to racks that neatly hold a multitude of outboard gear and cabinets that contain various effects, for example the sonus faber echoplex 48 pictured above. a lot of my inspiration for construction
comes from the optical design used to make the u87 providing the perfect reverb tube. read more >> the original reverb design traces its ancestry back to the sound of the elevator. tony mottola has recorded many tracks in the u87-powered and later u87ex design he used on the first
five bad seed albums and later made famous by the strokes when he applied it to is this it. he recalls how it kept sinking into the floor, creating a hollow midrange at higher volumes. in the reverb room of the closet studio, we see the moving proof that mottolas engineering intuition was

more right than his contract engineers. in a booth on the top floor, the u87ex (fever), making use of a teardrop port and a damped baffle for the floor, creates its hollow sound, but it floats higher than the floor speaker, which is joined by a second room. read more >> its all about the
sound of the u87ex. unlike the u87, which is a pair of valves, the u87ex is a single vacuum tube with a great fet preamp in one tube and the u87fcc40 in the other tube. this lets the preamp work with the open channel of the valve and the tube-in-tube coupling by keeping the valve in

saturation for high frequencies but still providing a linear path for the low end. the designers have achieved much the same goal using a pair of valves and the full complement of tubes in the u87ex.
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“the most important thing,” russell says, “is that the engineers need to be comfortable. the goal is for them to not know they are in a studio. if they’re playing a song that is in need of more reverb, the engineer should not have to go back and make changes. everyone can now plug in a
daw [digital audio workstation] or tape machine and make changes on the fly.” in the case of premier’s tc electronic m40 studio reverb plug-in, russell says that he has been able to replicate the sound of the trident 70 plate on the unit that sits outside the studio facility. in addition, the

console is a 24 track recorder and mixer with a huge range of audio outputs, including 1/4” headphone jack, 1/8” mini-plug, xlr, rca and a microphone output. no matter what a musician requires, russell says, a studio should provide the amenities needed to make a great recording.
whether it is the need to sleep, or for a quick bathroom break, or for a cup of coffee, or even just to relax, a successful studio should address and accommodate these needs. “try to be welcoming to artists. they are going to be a big part of your business,” russell says, adding that there

can be just as much of a benefit in the final mix when an artist is feeling comfortable in the studio, and taking responsibility for his or her recording and mixing. by providing a studio that is efficient, friendly, and spacious, russell says that a studio is able to save time and money,
ultimately benefiting the studio by boosting its clientele. this in turn can benefit the overall industry, because the studio becomes able to offer a larger slate of products and services to its clients. and when clients make the choice to work with the studio, they can feel that they are in a

place where they are not only comfortable, but also excited about being there. this makes all the difference, russell says. 5ec8ef588b
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